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Useful References

• Graphical models, exponential families, and variational inference. M. J. 
Wainwright and M. I. Jordan. Foundations and Trends in Machine Learning, 
Vol. 1, Numbers 1--2, pp. 1--305, December 2008.  
(Available for free online)


• Graphical Models with R. Soren Hojsgaard, David Edwards, Steffen Lauritzen


• Probabilistic Graphical Models: Principles and Techniques. D. Koller and N. 
Friedman.



Applications of Graphical Models

• Computer vision and graphics


• Natural language processing


• Information retrieval


• Robotic control


• Computational biology


• Medical diagnosis


• Finance and economics


• Error-control codes


• Decision making under uncertainty


• ....



Speech Recognition





Bioinformatics









Computer Vision
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• Interface layer for machine learning?
• Graphical Models!
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Graphical Models: The Why

• Compact way of representing distributions among random variables

• Visually appealing way (accessible to domain experts) of representing 
distributions among random variables

• They represent distributions among random variables — probability theory

• They use graphs to do so — graph theory

• A marriage of graph and probability theory



Graphical Models: Representation



Joint Distributions

• Consider a set of random variables {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}

• Let xi be a realization of random variable Xi; xi may be real, discrete,

vector in vector space; for now assume variables are discrete.

• Probability Mass Function p(x1, . . . , xn) := P (X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn).

• Shorthand: X = (X1, . . . , Xn), x = (x1, . . . , xn),

so that p(x) = P (X = x).











Directed Graphs

• Let V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Given a set of non-negative functions {fi(xi, x⇡i) :

i 2 V }, each of which sum to one as a function of first argument, we define

a joint probability distribution:

p(x1, . . . , xn) :=

nY

i=1

fi(xi, x⇡i).

• Exercise: Calculate p(xi|x⇡i).

• Can be shown that p(xi|x⇡i) = fi(xi, x⇡i).
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Representational Economy

• Directed graphical model distributions thus can be represented or stored 
much more cheaply than a general distribution


‣ What’s the catch?


‣ The graphical model distribution satisfy certain conditional independence 
assumptions
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Graphical Models and Conditional Independences

• A Graphical Model is a family of probability distributions. Given a graph, 
specify any set of conditional distributions of nodes given parents. 

• Any such distribution satisfies conditional independences

‣ We will now provide an algorithm (Bayes-Ball, d-Separation) to list all 
conditional independence statements satisfied by the given family of 
graphical model distributions



Three Canonical Graphs









































Is there a graph-theoretic way to write down all 
conditional independence statements given graph?





“Blocking” Rules I

X Y Z X Y Z

(a) (b)

























Undirected Graphical Models







Undirected Graphical Models

• In the directed graphical model case, we started with a factorized form 
before discussing conditional independence assumptions because the 
former was more natural (conditional probabilities vs “Bayes-Ball” algorithm)


• In the undirected graphical model case, the conditional independence 
assertions are much more natural and intuitive


‣ Just depend on classical graph separation (contrast with blocking rules)


‣ X_A is cond. independent of X_C given X_B,  if nodes in X_A are separated 
from nodes in X_C given nodes in X_B 


‣ Remove nodes in X_B: no path from nodes in X_A to those in X_B
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Undirected Graphical Models: Parameterization

• Given an undirected graph, we can define the set of conditional independence 
assertions using graph separation as above

‣  the set of distributions that satisfy all these assertions is the undirected 
graphical model family given the graph

• We would like to obtain a “local” parameterization of an undirected graphical model

‣ Why? For compact representation of joint distribution!

• For directed graphs, the parameterization was based on local conditional 
probabilities of nodes given their parents

‣ “local” had the interpretation of a set consisting of a node and its parents
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Undirected Graphical Models: Parameterization

• How do we use conditional probabilities in the undirected graphical model 
case (where there are no parents)?


• Conditional probabilities of nodes given neighbors?


‣ Hard to ensure consistency of such conditional probabilities across nodes, 
so won’t be able to choose such functions independently for each node


‣ Their product need not be a valid joint distribution


‣ Better to not use conditional probabilities, but to use product of some 
other “local” functions that can be chosen independently



Conditional Independence and Factorization

• If XA ?? XC |XB , then

P (XA|XB , XC) = P (XA|XC)
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• The joint distribution P (XA, XB , XC) = f(XA, XB) g(XB , XC), for some

functions f and g.

• Conditional Independence entails factorization!
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Undirected Graphical Models: Factorization
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What do potential functions mean?

• We just discussed how local conditional probabilities are not satisfactory

as potential functions

• Why not replace potential functions  C(xC) with marginal probabilities

p(xC)?





What do potential functions mean?

• Potential functions are neither conditional nor marginal probabilities, and do 
not have a local probabilistic interpretation


• But do often have a “pre-probabilistic” interpretation as “agreement,” 
“constraint” or “energy”


• Potential function favors certain configurations by assigning larger value





Dual Characterization of Undirected Graphical Models

Characterization I: 

Given a graph G, all distributions expressed as product of potential 
functions over maximal cliques

Characterization II: 

Given a graph G, all distributions that satisfy all conditional independence statements 
specified by graph separation

Hammersley Clifford Theorem: Characterizations are equivalent!


As in the directed case, a profound link between probability theory and graph theory




Beyond Directed/Undirected Graphical Models

















Factorization

• “Factorization” is a richer concept than “conditional independence”

• There exist families of distributions defined in terms of factorizations that

cannot be captured solely within (un)directed graphical model formalism.

• From point of view of graphical model inference algorithms, not a problem:

would work for any distribution within any sub-family defined on graph.

• But by missing out on algebraic structure, might not have the most e�-

cient inference algorithm possible

• We will soon see factor graphs, a graphical representation that makes

such reduced parameterizations explicit, and in particular could capture

the factorized family example earlier

• Factor graphs provide nothing new in terms of exploiting conditional in-

dependences, but provide a way to exploit algebraic relationships.
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Factor Graphs

• Given a set of variables {x1, . . . , xn}, let C denote a set of subsets of

{1, . . . , n}.

• Example: C = {{1, 3}, {3, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {1, 3}}.

• Denote: C = {Cs : s 2 F}.

• To each index s 2 F , associate factor fs(xCs), function on variables in-

dexed by Cs.

• Example above: with index set F = {a, b, c, d}, factors are
fa(x1, x3), fb(x3, x4), f3(x2, x4, x5), fd(x1, x3)

• Note that C is an arbitrary collection of subsets of indices; need not corre-

spond to cliques of some graph (note that we have not even specified any

graph at this point!)



Factor Graphs

• Such factorized forms occur in many areas of mathematics, and has 
applications outside probability theory 


‣ Our interest is in application to probability distributions of course 


• Can see that both undirected and directed graphical models can also be 
written as a product of factors


• We have yet not defined the factor graph 

‣ a graphical representation of the factored distribution above



Factor Graph

• Bipartite graph G(V,F , E), where vertices V index variables, the vertices

F index the factors.

• The edges E : each factor node s 2 F linked to all variable nodes in Cs;

these are the only edges.







Graphical Models: Inference



Probabilistic Inference

• Let E and F be disjoint subsets of nodes of a graphical model; with XE and XF 
the disjoint subsets of variables corresponding to E, F


• We want to calculate P(xF | xE) for arbitrary subsets E and F


‣ This is the general probabilistic inference problem 


‣ We will focus initially on a single “query node” F, and directed graphical 
models 







Simplest Case

X
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Simplest Case

• P(Y|X) is specified directly by the conditional probability table

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

(a) (b) (c)















Inference Algorithms

• Exact Algorithms: these solve the inference problem exactly


‣ Caveat: Time taken is in general exponential in “tree-width” of graph (which 
is typically not constant, and scales poorly with the number of nodes)


‣ Variable Elimination, Sum-Product (for tree-structured graphs)


• Approximate algorithms: these solve the inference problem approximately


‣ While time taken is linear/quadratic in number of nodes, even to obtain 
methods with approximation guarantees can be shown to be NP-hard


‣ Sum-Product (for general graphs)



Sum Product

• Message-Passing Protocol: A node can send a message to a neighboring 
node when (and only when) it has received messages from all of its remaining 
neighbors



Sum Product

• Message-Passing Protocol: A node can send a message to a neighboring 
node when (and only when) it has received messages from all of its remaining 
neighbors


• Two ways to implement this protocol:


‣ Parallel 


‣ From leaves to root, and from root to leaves (as in previous diagram, this 
will provide messages along both directions for any edge)





Sum Product: Parallel
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Sum Product: Parallel

(a) (b)

(c) (d)





Graphical Models: Learning



We will focus on pairwise graphical models

p(X; �, G) =
1

Z(�)
exp

� ⇤

(s,t)�E(G)

�st ⇥st(Xs, Xt)
⇥

�st(xs, xt) : arbitrary potential functions

Ising xs xt

Potts I(xs = xt)
Indicator I(xs, xt = j, k)
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Learning Graphical Models

• Two Step Procedures:

‣ 1. Model Selection; estimate graph structure

‣ 2. Parameter Inference given graph structure

• Score Based Approaches: search over space of graphs, with a score for graph 
based on parameter inference

• Constraint-based Approaches: estimate individual edges by hypothesis tests 
for conditional independences

• Caveats: (a) difficult to provide guarantees for estimators; (b) estimators are NP-
Hard



Learning Graphical Models

• State of the art methods are based on estimating neighborhoods 

‣ Via high-dimensional statistical model estimation


‣ Via high-dimensional hypothesis tests


